
Weaving with a Purpose 
 

LESSON/ACTIVITY:   by Suzy Swingle 

Circular Weaving 

LEVEL:  

Grades 4-5 

SUGGESTED TIME:  

5 – 45 min. classes 

OBJECTIVES:  

• Identify woven objects around us – fabric, baskets, rugs, furniture, etc. 
• Brief overview of history of weaving 
• Connections between Gandhi & weaving 
• Create a radial design using yarn 

MATERIALS/TOOLS: 

Paper Plates or Cardboard Rounds 
Yarn 
Scissors 
Pencils  

PROCEDURE:  

Day One – Read Grandfather Gandhi and discuss why Gandhi enjoyed and advocated for spinning and 
weaving. Show photos of Gandhi and examples of project. Practice tying a knot with yarn. 

Day Two – Students measure, mark and cut ODD NUMBER of notches on cardboard circle. Students wrap 
warp yarn (see example). Teacher demonstrates first. 

Day Three - Students begin to weave weft yarn. Students tie on new yarn as they run out. Teacher demos first. 

Day Four – Students continue weaving. 

Day Five – Students finish weaving. When finished, students cut their warp yarn and tie around the outside edge 
to create fringe. 

VOCABULARY:  

Loom 
Warp 
Weft 



Pattern  
Color 
Texture 
Yarn 
 
Background information on Gandhi (via Googled Sources) –  

Gandhi was a middle-aged man when he first asked his wife Kasturba to teach him to use the spinning wheel. 
Once he had mastered the wheel, he practiced spinning every day for the rest of his life. Home-spinning became 
a symbol for independence and self-reliance throughout India under his encouragement and direction. 

The image of the emaciated and obviously nonviolent Gandhi hard at work at his spinning wheel had an electric 
effect on millions in India and across the world. He was hailed as the father of Indian independence, and 
starting in 1931, his traditional spinning wheel became the primary symbol on the flag of the Provisional 
Government of Free India. 

In India, Khadi is not just a cloth, it is a whole movement started by Gandhi. The Khadi movement promoted an 
ideology, an idea that Indians could be self-reliant on cotton and be free from the high priced goods and clothes 
which the British were selling to them. 

                                 

                                                                                            


